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REMOTE TEST/RESET STATION SD---TRM4
FOR SMOKE DETECTORS
COMMERCIAL ROOFTOP UNIT
3---27.5 TONS

Installation Instructions
IMPORTANT: Read these instructions completely before
attempting to install the accessory Remote Magnetic
Test/Reset Station.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Installation and servicing of air-- conditioning equipment
can be hazardous due to system pressure and electrical
components. Only trained and qualified personnel should
install, repair, or service this equipment.
Untrained personnel can perform basic maintenance
functions such as cleaning and replacing air filters. All
other operations must be performed by trained service
personnel. When working on air conditioning equipment,
observe precautions in the literature, on tags, and on
labels attached to or shipped with the unit and other safety
precautions that may apply.
Follow all safety codes. Wear safety glasses, protective
clothing, and work gloves. Use quenching cloth for
brazing operations. Have fire extinguisher available. Read
these instructions thoroughly and follow all warnings or
cautions included in literature and attached to the unit.
Consult local building codes, the current editions of the
National Electrical Code (NEC) NFPA 70. In Canada refer
to the current editions of the Canadian electrical Code
CSA C22.1.
Recognize safety information. This is the safety-- alert
symbol . When you see this symbol on the unit and in
instructions or manuals, be alert to the potential for personal injury. Understand these signal words: DANGER,
WARNING, and CAUTION. These words are used with
the safety-- alert symbol. DANGER identifies the most serious hazards which will result in severe personal injury or
death. WARNING signifies hazards which could result in
personal injury or death. CAUTION is used to identify unsafe practices which may result in minor personal injury
or product and property damage. NOTE is used to highlight suggestions which will result in enhanced installation, reliability, or operation.
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WARNING

ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Failure to follow this warning could result in
personal injury or death.
Before installing or servicing system, always turn
off main power to system and install lockout tag.
There may be more than one disconnect switch.
Turn off accessory heater power switch if
applicable.
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CAUTION

CUT HAZARD
Failure to follow this caution may result in personal
injury.
Sheet metal parts may have sharp edges or burrs.
Use care and wear appropriate clothing.
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WARNING

PERSONAL INJURY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARD
Failure to relieve system pressure could result in
personal injury and/or death.
1. Relieve pressure and recover all refrigerant
before servicing existing equipment, and before
final unit disposal. Use all service ports and open all
flow--control devices, including solenoid valves.
2. Federal regulations require that you do not vent
refrigerant into the atmosphere. Recover during
system repair or final unit disposal.

GENERAL
The SD-- TRM4 Remote Test/Reset Station is used with
the SuperDuctt four-- wire duct smoke detector. Each
remote test/reset station provides a green LED to indicate
power, a red LED to indicate alarms, and a yellow LED to
indicate trouble and detector dirty levels. The SD-- TRM4
requires a magnetic to activate test and reset functions.
(See Fig. 1.)

REMOTE TEST/RESET STATION
TESTS
Test/reset station alarm test using the SuperDuctt
Four-- Wire Smoke Detector
The test/reset station alarm test checks a test/reset
station’s ability to initiate and indicate an alarm state.
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CAUTION

CRSDTEST

ALARM SYSTEM ACTIVATION HAZARD
Failure to follow this caution may result in emergency
alarm system activation and possible fines.
This test places the duct detector into the alarm state.
Unless part of the test, disconnect all auxiliary
equipment from the controller before performing the
test. If the duct detector is connected to a fire alarm
system, notify the proper authorities before
performing the test.
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Fig. 1 -- SD--TRM4

SPECIFICATIONS
Compatible Electrical
Boxes

To perform the alarm test using an SD-- TRM4:
1. Hold the test magnet to the target area for seven
seconds.
2. Verify that the test/reset station’s Alarm LED turns
on.
3. After performing an alarm test using an SD-- TRM4,
reset the sensor by holding the test magnet to the
target area for two seconds.
4. Verify that the test/reset station’s Alarm LED turns
off.

INSTALLATION
Mount the remote test/reset station on a single gang box
as shown in Fig. 2.

North American 1---gang box
Standard 4---in square box,
1---1/2---in deep with 1---gang
cover
LED Indicators
Alarm (red)
Trouble (yellow)
Power (green)
LED Type

Clear lens

Wire Size

14 to 22 AWG

Resistance Per Wire

10 , max

Current Requirements

Included in controller specification

Compatible Detectors

SuperDuctt Four ---Wire Smoke
Detectors
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Fig. 2 -- SD--TRM4 Installation Diagram

Operating Environment
Temperature

32_ ---131_F (0_ ---55_C)

Humidity

93% RH, non ---condensing

Storage Temperature

---20_ to 60_C (---4_ to 140_F)

WIRING
Wire the remote test/reset station to the four-- wire
controller as shown in Fig. 3.
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Four-wire smoke
sensor controller
(in rooftop unit)
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Fig. 3 -- Wiring Diagram
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